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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we intend to Implement a real-time Face detection and tracking the head poses position from high definition video 

using Haar Classifier through Raspberry Pi BCM2835 CPU processor which is a combination of SoC with GPU based 

Architecture. SimpleCV and OpenCV libraries are used for face detection and tracking the head poses position. The experimental 

result computed by using computer vision SimpleCV and OpenCV framework libraries along with above mentioned hardware 

results were obtained through of 30 fps under 1080p resolutions for higher accuracy and speediness for face detection and tracking 

the head poses position. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Face detection is a computer technology that determines the 

locations and sizes of human faces in arbitrary (digital) 

images. It detects facial features and ignores anything else, 

such as buildings, trees and bodies. Human face perception is 

currently an active research area in the computer vision 

community. Human face localization and detection is often the 

first step in applications such as video surveillance, human 

computer interface, face recognition and image database 

management. Locating and tracking human faces is a 

prerequisite for face recognition and/or facial expressions 

analysis, although it is often assumed that a normalized face 

image is available.In this paper we intend to implement the 

Haar-Classifier for Face detection and tracking based on the 

HaarFeatures. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Robust and real-time face detection plays a vital role in many 

of the application scenarios like in biometrics, often as a part 

of (or together with) a facial recognition system. It is also used 

in video surveillance, human computer interface and image 

database management. Some recent digital cameras use face 

detection for autofocus. Face detection is also useful for 

selecting regions of interest in photo slideshows that use a 

pan-and-scale Ken Burns effect. Face detection is gaining the 

interest of marketers. A webcam can be integrated into a 

television and detect any face that walks by. The system then 

calculates the race, gender, and age range of the face. Once the 

information is collected, a series of advertisements can be 

played that is specific toward the detected race/gender/age. 

This paper shows prototype or partial implementation of this 

type of work. Face detection is also being researched in the 

area of energy conservation [Energy Conservation] 

 

3. DESCRIPTION OF TOOLS 

In this section, the tools and methodology to implement and 

evaluate face detection and tracking using OpenCV are 

detailed. 

 

OPENCV 

OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library) is a library 

of programming functions mainly aimed at real time computer 

vision, developed by Intel. The library is cross-platform. It 

focuses mainly on real-time image processing.  
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The library was originally written in C and this C interface 

makes OpenCV portable to some specific platforms such as 

digital signal processors. Wrappers for languages such as C#,  

Python, Ruby and Java (using JavaCV) have been developed 

to encourage adoption by a wider audience. However, since 

version 2.0, OpenCV includes both its traditional C interface 

as well as a new C++ interface. This new interface seeks to 

reduce the number of lines of code necessary to code up vision 

functionality as well as reduce common programming errors 

such as memory leaks (through automatic data allocation and 

deallocation) that can arise when using OpenCV in C. Most of 

the new developments and algorithms in OpenCV are now 

developed in the C++ interface. Unfortunately, it is much more 

difficult to provide wrappers in other languages to C++ code 

as opposed to C code; therefore the other language wrappers 

are generally lacking some of the newer OpenCV 2.0 features. 

 

 

FACE DETECTION 

In this section, the base algorithm used to detect the face is 

discussed. AdaBoost algorithm is discussed first then feature 

selection is discussed. 

 

 ADABOOST 

In 1995, Freund and Schapire first introduced the AdaBoost 

algorithm . It was then widely used in pattern recognition.  

The AdaBoost Algorithm 

1. Input: Give sample set S = (x1, y1), .........(xn, yn) xiϵ X, 

yiϵ Y = {-1, +1}, number of iterations T 

2. Initialize:  

3. For t = 1, 2,…,T, 

  i) Train weak classifier using distribution Wt. 

  ii) Calculate the weight (  ) training error for each 

hypothesis. 

 

iii) Set:  

iv) Update the weights:  

 

 

 

4.Output: the final hypothesis, also the stronger classifier. 

 

 Feature Selection using Haar like Features 

In the implementation of face detection, Xi contains a huge 

number of face features, and some of the features with low ϵ i 

to train our strong classifier are selected. By AdaBoost 

algorithm this can be achieved automatically. For each 

iteration ϵ i with each feature in Xi can be calculated and then 

the lowest one is what we need. For doing this, the face 

detection rapid could be very fast. In next part, you will find 

there are many haar-like features, so it is hard to make use of 

all them. Face features are abstracted from the input image and 

are used to train the classifier, modify weights.  

Face features are abstracted from the input images and are 

used to train the classifiers, modify weights as mentioned . In 

2001, Viola et al. first introduced the haar-like features. The 

haar-like features are rectangle features and value is that the 

sum of pixels in black district subtracts the sum of pixels in 

white district. Rainer Lienhart had done an extended set of 

haar-like features which significantly enrich the basic set of 

simple haar-like features, and can get a better hit rate. 

Two-rectangle features are „A‟  and „B‟ . „C‟  is three 

rectangle feature and „D‟  is four-rectangle feature. At a size 

of 24x 24, there are more than 180,000 rectangle features. 

 

4. FACE DETECTION AND DESIGN 

ANALYSIS 

This section will describe about the Face detection with itself 

which has several modules that are working together as one to 

make the system runs smoothly. The phase consists of capture 

image; Detect faces in the image, feature extraction, template 

comparison, declaration of matching template. The acquisition 

of face images can be done by acquiring the real-time image 

from the OV5647 CMOS Image sensor interfaced with 

Raspberry pi High speed processor with GPU Processing. 

Furthermore, the acquisition can also be done through real 
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time remote monitoring either with Ethernet connectivity. The 

function of the face detection module is to clarify whether the 

face is available during real time monitoring for detection or 

not. The face detection is done by scanning up an image for 

different scales and looking for some simple patterns. When 

the system detects the face, it will produce an sub-image and 

this sub-image is scaled such that the face appears in the center 

and presented at a uniform size. OpenCV already provide an 

algorithm to locate faces in still image and videos stream. Haar 

classifier algorithm scans the image and creates a bounding 

box as returns for each detected face.  

The feature extraction in face detection is done by localizing 

of the characteristics of face components (i.e., eyes, mouth, 

nose etc.) in an image. In other terms, the feature extraction is 

a step-in face detection and recognition where the system 

locates certain points on the faces such as corner and center of 

the eyes, tip of the nose, mouth etc. It analyzes spatial 

geometry of differential feature of a face. Result of this 

analyzing is a set of template generated for each face. The 

template consists of a reduced set of data which represent the 

real-time face detected in bounded box. The template 

comparison is done with the template stored in the database. 

Two phases are there in this phase identification and 

verification. These two-term identification to detect the face in 

real time video and verification application for face 

recognition which scope out of this paper. The final phase of 

face detection is to declare the highest matching score resulted 

in the previous step. The configuration will determine how the 

application should behave based on the desired security and 

operational consideration. The face detection methodology is 

shown in figure. 

 

A. Face detection 

This System is capable of detecting the faces from the 

captured image from HD Video for the purpose of analyzing 

and detecting the face. From the above Section IV, face 

detection determines where in an image, a face is located and 

it is being done by scanning the different image scales and 

extracting the exact patterns to detect the face. The Prototype 

is built with Haar-Like Feature function from OpenCV. Haar 

classifier face detection is used to create a search window that 

slide through a image and check whether a certain region of an 

image looks likes face or not. Haar like features and a large set 

of very weak classifier use a single feature to define a certain 

image as face or non-face. Each feature is described by the 

template and its coordinate relative to the search window 

which is the origin of the size of the feature. 

The search window quickly scans the first classifier on the 

cascade as shown in the Figure 9, if the classifier returns false 

then the computation on that window also ends and results no 

detected face (false). Moreover, if the classifier returns true, 

then the window will be passed down to the next classifier in 

the cascade to do the exact same thing. When all classifiers 

return true for that window, then the result will return true also 

for that certain window face is detected. 

Figure . Decision tree based on Haar –like features (Cascade 

of classifier) 

Software Required 

OpenCV 2.3.1 super pack for windows, Raspbian OS, 

Putty,etc. 

 

Hardware Required 

PC preferably running windows, Rapberry Pi 3 model B , 

standard servos *2, webcam w/usb interface, breadboard, jump 

wires, hobby wire to tie pan/tilt servos and webcam together. 

Breadboard is used to make connections. The various 

connections required are as given below 

 

SERVOS : 

A servomotor is a rotary actuator or linear actuator that allows 

for precise control of angular or linear position, velocity and 

acceleration. It consists of a suitable motor coupled to a 

sensor for position feedback. 
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WEBCAM: 

The webcam's USB goes to the pc. The code will identify it 

via a number representing the USB port its connected. 

 

RASPBERRY PI : 

All models feature a broadcom system on a chip (SoC), which 

includes an ARM compatible central processing unit (CPU) 

and an on-chip graphics processing unit (GPU, 

a VideoCore IV). CPU speed ranges from 700 MHz to 

1.2 GHz for the Pi 3 and on board memory range from 

256 MB to 1 GB RAM. Secure Digital (SD) cards are used to 

store the operating system and program memory in either the 

SDHC or MicroSDHC sizes. Most boards have between one 

and four USB slots, HDMI and composite video output, and a 

3.5 mm phone jack for audio. Lower level output is provided 

by a number of GPIO pins which support common protocols 

like I²C. The B-models have an 8P8C Ethernet port and the Pi 

3 has on board Wi-Fi 802.11n and Bluetooth. 

 

5.IMPLEMENTATION 

After a classifier is trained, it can be applied to a region of 

interest (of the same size as used during the training) in an 

input image. The classifier output is “1” if the region is likely 

to show the face and “0” otherwise. To search for the object in 

the whole image one can move the search window across the 

image and check every location using the classifier. Here we 

use two different codes for face detection and tracking 

respectively. The algorithm used for both the codes 

(Processing & Raspberry Pi).  

 

Implementation of Software 

Processing takes the video input from the webcam and uses 

the OpenCV library to analyze the video. If a face is detected 

in the video, the OpenCV library will give the Processing 

sketch the coordinates of the face. The processing sketch will 

determine where the face is located in the frame, relative to the 

centre of the frame, and send this data through a serial 

connection to the Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi will use the 

data from the Processing sketch to move the servos connected 

the Servo setup.  

a) Basically haar-cascade classifier is used for detecting the 

faces. 

b) The input video frame is read from camera and temporary 

memory storage is created to store                   this frame. 

c) A window is created to capture the display frame and frame 

is continuously monitored for its existence. 

d) A function is called to detect the face where the frame is 

passed as parameter. 

e) Steps b-d is kept in a continuous loop until the user defined 

key is pressed. 

f) The classifier, frame, memory storage & the window are 

destroyed. 

g) The (X, Y) coordinate of the image is plotted according to 

movement of face. 

g) The (X, Y) coordinate of the image is plotted according to 

movement of face. 

 h) The difference between face position and centre is 

calculated and sent to Raspberry Pi serially. 

 

     existence. 

6. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

The result of face detection is shown in Figure. Those are the 

frames extracted from the HD video streaming. Sometimes, 

face detection algorithm may get more than one result even 

there is only one face in the frame. In this case, a post image 

processing is been used for extracting the exact face 

coordinates with OpenCV and SimpleCV Haar Classifier 

libraries. If the system output provides more than one 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_on_a_chip
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ARM_architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_processing_unit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphics_processing_unit#Integrated_graphics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VideoCore
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secure_Digital
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HDMI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Composite_video
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I%C2%B2C
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/8P8C
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluetooth
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rectangle, which indicates the position of the face, the distance 

of center points of these rectangles has been calculated. If this 

distance is smaller than a pre-set threshold, the average of 

these rectangles will be computed and set as the final position 

of the detected face. In this paper we also implement the face 

tracking application in Python language by using face 

detection. This method is verified and the limitations of the 

scheme are observed through testing and debugging our codes. 

And then, limited by Python performance, we shift to OpenCV 

to evaluate the speed of this face tracking 

scheme, We found the Viola and Jones face detection is more 

suitable for real-time face detection since they requires less 

CPU resource and costs shorter time. 

Fig. Output of Algorithm Showing the face detection 

  

 

7.CONCLUSION 

Face detection and tracking is being a challenge for many 

researchers with real time Image sensor. With the 

advancement the real time face detection in remote monitoring 

is helpful for building many efficient industrial and 

commercial applications. Moreover such technology can be 

useful in tracking the lost object under dynamic environment. 

Further enhancement of this work can be extended with stereo 

depth analysis of face detection using two image sensor 

interfaced with High speed Processor. 
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